
Versatility Meets Wider Horizons
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Designed with cutting-edge optics and a faceted reflector, NOVA provides wide 

and uniform lighting across expansive surfaces from top to bottom, maximizing the 

illuminated area with reduced number of fixture installed.

Top-To-Bottom Wide and Uniform Lighting

A versatile wall wash track that simplifies specifications by incorporating all settings into 

a single SKU while ensuring uniform, wide, and precise illumination.
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Designed with integral power and CCT switches, NOVA allows for field selection of three lumen levels 
ranging from 3,000lm to 5,000lm with up to 100lm/W efficacy, and three color temperatures from 3000K, 
3500K, and 4000K with high CRI 90 for crisp light and superior color accuracy. Specification for right 
light output and color is at your fingertips directly in the field.

NOVA is engineered with 360° rotating head and 90° pivot design, with assisting light articulation 
indicators on the arm of the track head, free and precise aiming of the light towards where needed 
become a breeze.

30W / 3000lm  

40W / 4000lm  

50W / 5000lm

3000K WARM WHITE

3500K NEUTRAL WHITE

4000K COOL WHITE

Effortless Field Selectability

Precise and Convenient Light Adjustment

Kelvin

NOVA provides ample and uniform lighting using fewer fixtures due to its broad light distribution and 
impressive footcandles. With a spacing range of up to 6 feet between fixtures and 3 feet from the wall, 
your entire area remains brightly illuminated, ensuring a minimum of 60 footcandles on the wall and 
an even distribution of light from 1 to 9 feet from the ceiling, even between fixtures. Achieve a refined 
ambiance with a 'silent ceiling' effect, immersing your space with vibrant illumination.

Fewer Head Count, Refine Space

90°

360°



The sleek and compact design enables NOVA seamlessly blending into any 
environment, either installed alone, or work in combination with our ORBIT 
track and PXCYL cylinder track which designed in the same sleek and 
contemporary style, for achieving more diversified aesthetics and illumination 
effect.

Complementary Design

RBIT
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